causing both oxidation and non-radiative recombination to propagate. This active process caused the chemical changes that advanced into the laser bar crystal, and is evidenced by both the comet tail defect and the depletion of arsenic concentration. Light absorption at the facet, electron-hole pair generation, non-radiative recombination, heating, and facet oxidation all play a role, as the dynamic material mechanisms of the Oxidation Feedback Loop and COD [1] . Shown here are the very beginning stages of this loop.
In many of these cases only the final step, i.e.; catastrophic melting of laser the bar, is observed. When this has occurred, the details of the failure mechanism have often been erased due to the intermixing of several component materials. Because as few as three alternative defect mechanisms will cause a similar catastrophic meltdown, locating the exact point source mechanism of the material degradation is essential. In this case, with the FIB, the point source was found to be at the facet coating /laser bar interface. Comprehensive materials failure analysis provided the product engineers with the very specific data required for their design and manufacturing solutions. 
